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While we have been able to protect and conserve Umayanallor Ela for good together with 

likeminded people and organizations, we were working alongside Kollam Corporation to save 

Kazhikuhi Ela despite resistance from influential ward members who have had significant vested 

interests. During Smt Honey Benjamins tenure as Mayor of Kollam she tried hard to get a 

resolution passed in the corporation such that it would allow us to take over fallow land and 

cultivate in Kazhikuzhi Ela. Mayor-Honey Benjamin’s persistence and grit enabled us to obtain 

the required resolution at the fag end of her tenure (see attached below). 

Armed with the resolution we invited the Eravipuram Agricultural Officer to our Office to find 

ways for reviving paddy cultivation in Kazhikuhi Ela around an year back. Multiple meetings 

ensued with farmers and vested mafia interests linked to politicians and finally we sowed seeds 

in spite of water shortages after 2 ½ decades. This unthinkable, sacred act of restarting paddy 

cultivation unnerved the Kollam Corporation based politicians who were working covertly to 

convert Kazhikuzhi Ela for real estate purposes in concert with some tainted corporation 

officials. Guess what the scheme is the most favored one of mafia politicians- “Housing for the 

poor”.  
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Given that there is 

already vigilance 

case pending as 

well as one in NGT 

(Green Tribunal), 

the said politicians 

used SDPI as a 

front to succeed in 

this covert 

operations as they 

don’t have the guts 

anymore to stand 

up in front.  

None of the local 

politicians of 

irrespective of 

parties has come 

forward to address 

the issue. The 

silence of the local 

MLA spoke 

volumes. It plain 

and simple, money 

and money only, 

nothing else 

matters. 

Some basic 

questions 

1) Why should 

the poor need to be 

housed in paddy 

fields or wetlands 

only?  

 

2) Can’t the poor be given decent land to live in dignity? 

3) Should political parties reign in rouge politicians who misuses schemes, indulge in 

corruption and other mafia activities through some party specific code of conduct. Or 

rather should there be dos and don’ts for elected representatives? 


